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WHERE WATER  
CAUSES PROBLEMS 

Usually, in Europe and other western countries  

tap or drinking water is of an excellent quality. 

Nevertheless, water all over the world contains  

not only H2O but also ions, micronutrients,  

minerals and salts. These are important for the  

human health and should not be removed. 

 
If these dissolved solids are deposited in the  

pipes, they will cause problems in industrial  

machines and pipes. Thus, it is not the water  

causing problems; the whole issue is about  

soluble parts in the water. Moreover, they are  

also responsible for corrosion. 

On the following pages, we will explain some  

basic information about Merus and show the  

most common applications. 
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LIME SCALE 
Water carries a certain amount of lime scale. If this is a small amount or  
excessive it will settle on the inner surface of anything and form a crust.  
Regardless of the amount over time, it combines and forms a hard crust  
on the inner walls of pipes, boilers, heat exchangers, geysers, elements,  
shower heads, irrigation nozzles and RO (reverse osmosis) filters of all  
sizes. 

RUST AND CORROSION 
The metal of the pipe reacts with oxygen in the water – this is where corrosion  

occurs. 
What we see and know as rust can be seen as brown water coming out of the 

pipes. Under unfavorable conditions rust can cause holes in the metal – this is  

called pitting corrosion. 
Extensive sanitation measures are necessary but replacement is unavoidable 

and the cost is extremely high. 

BIOFILM AND BIOFOULING 
These are serious matters in Industrial circumstances and are a combination of  

algae, micro - organisms and scale. This forms biomass and allows oxidation to  

accur which causes devastating corrosion and bacteria. 

 
It is the major cause of maintenance and BIOFOULING - it causes blockages  
and shutdowns, which are maintenance intensive and costly. 



What is special  

about the Merus is  

that no chemicals  

or additional  

energy is needed.  

Instead physics  

play a big role 

HOW DOES THE  
MERUS SYSTEM  
WORK? 

Changing oscillations 

The ring is programmed to transmit oscillations of  
frequency into the water. The water passes through the  
energy field and carries the oscillation patterns into the  
water environment for an unknown distance but results  
have shown it is substantial. 

Designed for ANY environment 

There are 4 designed models from a standard house  
hold unit, with amazing capabilities to a high intensity  
unit for industrial use, which can with stand extreme  
temperatures and powerful water pressure from pumps  
creating high velocity flow rates. 

As it creates its own energy   from the ambient 
temperature   and   oscillations   it   can   be   placed in  
optimum positions, anywhere. 

It requires no maintenance for the duration of its lifetime  

and functions 24/7 
 

MERUS RING HIGHLIGHTS: 

 No complex fitments - Fits around pipes  
sized according to the outer dimension 

 No power required to operate - can be  
placed exactly where needed for optimum  
benefit 

 Produces its own energy 

 No Maintenance - It is guaranteed for five  
years - it has no moving parts 
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BENEFITS OF  
THE MERUS  
RING 
It is a gentle non-invasive, non 
chemical, highly efficient, utterly  
self-sustainable Environmentally  
friendly water treatment system. 

 
 Within a water system (in a  

home, a factory, a hotel or an  
industrial cooling loop) the  
Merus treated water will reach  
and constantly treat incoming  
water 24/7. 

 It eliminates lime scale and  
scaling and reverses  
corrosion 

 It thereby removes bacteria,  
pathogens, rust, biomass and  
bio fouling. 

 It opens the flow path and 
cleans internally, cleaning, 
restoring and improving 

conditions on the inside of the  

water system. 

 It removes scale from boilers,  
heat exchangers, geysers 

 And appliance allowing 
greater efficiency in the use 

of energy and maintenance  
of plant. 

 It removes the threat of  
Legionella, E-Coli and other  
transferable bacteria. 

 It decreases the use of  
Chemicals 

 It improves the water 
condition, taste, safe to 
drink, use in sanitation 

applications and home use.  
It softens and energizes  
water. 

 It saves money due to a  
reducing of chemicals costs 
and increases energy  
efficiency. (You are no  
longer heating the scale  
first). 

 It is guaranteed for 5 years 
and needs zero 

maintenance. 

 It has been designed with the  
full consideration and respect  
for the environment and its  

inhabitants. 

“The Merus  
Ring is yours,  

just ask for 
it!”. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT 

info@iees.co.za  

WhatsApp or Call 082-859-1984 

 
Do you need to schedule an onsite visit? 

mailto:info@iees.co.za

